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Editorial
Over the Edge Literary Events has been presenting two monthly poetry

readings to packed houses for ten years. Galway City Library has hosted
the early evening Thursday event for all that time through the goodwill and
hospitality ofPat McMahon, Galway County Librarian, and his team. It is good
to be able to celebrate the tenth anniversary Over the Edge reading at the
Library with the unveiling ofSKYLIGHT 47, a bi-annual poetry paper in a new
format for Ireland. A big thank you to our two sponsors, Food 4 Thought
restaurant and Charlie Byrne's bookshop, who have made this possible.
We are pleased to present an interview with Harry Clifton, Ireland Professor

of Poetry, who will read at the anniversary event by invitation ofOver the Edge
partners Kevin Higgins and Susan Millar du Mars. Our other special guest in
this issue is Paul Maddern who gives a Masterclass. We hope you will also enjoy
the wide range ofpoems and authors.
Skylight Poets is the name chosen by members of the weekly Thursday

afternoon writers' workshop facilitated by Kevin Higgins, occasionally under a
skylight, at 47 Dominick Street, home of the Galway Arts Centre and one-time
townhouse of Lady Gregory. Selected by Kevin, the editors represent the earlier
editorial teams ofthree anthologies from the workshop.
We want to extend the boundaries of this lively Galway poetry community to

include you, the readers, and contributing writers, in mutual collaboration as we
rise to the challenge to write and read and enjoy the best of poetry. We look
forward to getting to know you and your writing better and thank you for your
support.
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Alan McMonagle

Ghost Stories

Ifyou should hear in the night
the slow creak ofa floorboard,
a mysterious door open and close,
the unbidden flutter ofa long-since
dormant curtain, do not jump to the
usual conclusions and deem it necessary
to further conceal yourselfwithin
the quivering folds ofyour trusty blanket.
Do not leap with reckless abandon
out ofbed and charge brazenly
about the place brandishing the rusty crucifix
given to you by your superstitious gran.
Do not tip toe down to the cellar
without, at least, pulling on a warm sweater
and turning on a light.
Rather consider the longstanding
attachment your nocturnal visitor
may have for the house you live in.
Perhaps he just wants to float
harmlessly through space once familiar
to him. Perhaps, like you, he is merely
looking for a safe piece ofterritory
to occupy. Perhaps, after all, he is not here
to hijack your soul; to bleed you dry;
to filch the last breath out ofyou.

Michael Farry

Conversation

All that Sunday
no-one spoke to him
except the middle-aged lady
in the full-length purple coat,
counting out her change
to pay for newspapers –
Observer, Times –
who criticised the garish colour
ofthe chocolate bars on the counter.
He agreed,
bought instant coffee, light milk
and, feeling reckless,
a small packet ofbiscuits,
plain.

Stephanie Brennan

21 Months
(i.m. Róise)

Mermaid
selkie

changeling.
Eyes shut
  waiting.

 
No brothers’ rhyming

no keening
no crying

can swim you back
reel you up through

saltlight.
 

My Seoithín singing
only serving

to rock your small white barque
out
away

          from us.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Alan McMonagle is a fair-to-middling poet who lives in the notorious Clybaun district ofGalway City. His story ‘Psychotic Episodes’ was nominated for a 2011 Pushcart Prize.

Michael Farry, from Trim, is a founder member ofBoyne Writers Group and is the editor ofthe group’s magazine, Boyne Berries. He has had poems published in poetry magazines in Ireland and the UK and was selected for
Poetry Ireland Introductions 2011 . His first poetry collection, Asking for Directions, was published by Doghouse Books in 2012. He is also a historian and his Sligo 1912-1923 will be published by Four Courts Press in 2012.

Stephanie Brennan has been living on the Aran Islands since 2000. Her poems have been published in IslandWritings, Crannóg and ROPES. In February 2011 , she won first prize for a love poem in the Tigh Neachtain
Sonnet and Love Poem Competition and was shortlisted for the 2011 Over the Edge NewWriter ofthe Year competition.
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Miceál Kearney

Après Dinner

Gran’s grey watering can,
my nephew Jamie uses it
to store the frogs he collects.
Sure we did the same: the amount
offrogs that got stuck in the spout,
died, and had to be poked out with a stick.
                              She bought it from a tinker
decades before Dad was born.
Officially worthless.   I use it, this evening,
to water the cabbages.
The dog runs about, mad, as I walk
back and forth, filling from the blue barrels.
 
Down upon the caterpillars, squatting,
followed by my thumb.
 
I have one more job that I can do
practicing a few reels.
My fingers do not need my eyes
so I make myselfa voyeur,
in the woods, where they can not see me –
the snake among the cows.
 
Years and years ofthe same tractor traversing
the same tracks have left undulating cleats,
slithering towards the three gates below in the field
where I soon plan to introduce a fourth.
I’m afraid, will the snakes bite me
ifI do it wrong.
 
For now I fret, leering towards the bull.
#414’s still not in calf.
The prick’s just grazing.
Swishes at flies, periodically pisses and poops.
I suppose we’re all entitled
to a night off.

Mary Murray

Seaside Café

They sat on opposite sides
ofthe table, she looked out
to sea, the wide horizon
he looked towards the wall
at a painting ofa solitary tree.

Mairéad Donnellan

Two Girls Picking a Chicken

They work from the outside in -
wrench wings from socket, one each,
bones, skinny as their own,
stripped with fingertip and tongue.
 
On the breast, a few flecks
left by the white-meat eater,
none the worse for being cold,
there’s a little on the legs -
lollipops, whittled down
to glisten ofcartilage,
marrow, mealy on the tongue.
 
Pulled from the underbelly,
the sweetest flesh, dark and jellied,
where the heart once was,
an apple startles; yellow,
pulped, still delicious.
The wishbone waits.
When the younger wins,
she kisses it, tosses it, broken,
back on the dumpster.

Kevin O’Shea

Turkeys

His bike all but out ofbalance
with a crop ofbronze birds
he free-wheels into town
like an overcrowded train.
 
The boys at the corner
on the lastWoodbines
hunting new prey
clutch at the sight ofMike Tabackey.
‘Them’s fine blackbirds, Mike!’
 
In the coffin-makers back store,
rented for December,
you get truppence a bird plucked.
Edgy for the end ofa dusty shift,
for sevenpence pints,
for the barstool chat oftaking
the train
out.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Miceál Kearney, 32. West of Ireland. Published in Ireland, UK and America. Read as part ofPoetry Ireland’s Introduction Series in 2009. Doire Press published his debut collection Inheritance in May 2008. Cartography, his
second, is forthcoming.

Mary Murray attends the poetry workshops given by Kevin Higgins. She has been published in Behind theMasks andMosaic.

Mairéad Donnellan lives is Bailieborough Co. Cavan. She is a member ofthe Cavan / Meath Lit Lab writers’ group. She has had poems published inWindows Anthology, Crannóg, Boyne Berries, Revival andTheMoth.

Kevin O’Shea (Moycullen) was short listed for Over The Edge NewWriter ofthe Year in both 2009 and 2010. He has been published inTHESHOp, Irish Left Review, ROPES, Pen Tales, Northern Liberties Review, The
LivingLink and poetry anthologies Behind theMasks andMosaic. In 2012 he was the winner ofthe Cúirt NewWriting Prize, Poetry Award and his début collectionThe Art ofNon-Fishingwas published by Doire Press.
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The less well-informed speak about the
Galway poetry scene as if it was one endless

open-mic without anyone ever pausing to suggest
an edit. For the record, I do believe that a huge
percentage of the population have the potential
to write a poem. But this potential won’t be
realised unless the writer is prepared to take the
feedback and suggestions of others. This might
be got from a writers’ group or a poetry class or
from trusted friends who are also poets. One
thing is certain, you won’t do it on your own.
Our approach to poetry combines rigour and

openness. In the workshops I facilitate everyone
is entitled to a respectful hearing. He or she is
also expected to listen to the feedback from the
group and give it due consideration. You’ll as
often be left with an ‘either or’ – two or more
possible ways the poem could proceed – as with a
straightforward list of suggested changes. In the
end, the poem is absolutely yours to do with what
you must. But you will be changed as a poet by
engaging in this workshop process. You will learn
much from seeing others struggle to find for each
oftheir poems the best possible shape.
If someone tells you your poem is not a poem

but doesn’t make at least one suggestion as to
how you might make it better, then you should
take no notice of such destructive criticism.
Instead, smile a big thank you! and in your
imagination give this person a swift smack in the
scrotum with a cold steel boot. Such destructive

critics are generally male and likely to be in
possession of a scrotum. Destructive criticism is
the flipside of the acid casualty who’ll be happy to
tell you, all night every night, that in his
considered opinion you and he both are the best
things to hit English literature since Shakespeare.
Like the destructive critic, the person who thinks
you have nothing to declare but your genius is
also usually male.
The destructive critic and the idiot who thinks

you’re a genius have a few things in common.
They don’t like poetry workshops. The critic
thinks he is the only real poet in town and that all
others are charlatans. Workshops result in more
people writing poetry, so are the source of all evil
and he hates them as fiercely as Himmler hated
the Jews.
The idiot who thinks you’re a genius thinks

poems should be long and vague and full of
adjectives, like Allen Ginsberg’s ‘Howl’ only with
a lot more words. Poems should be loudly
delivered, attention-seeking affairs and he will
whisper ‘brilliant’ if, at an open-mic or poetry
slam, you shout the word ‘capitalism’ or ‘clitoris’
into the microphone. But if you send poems of
this sort to any properly edited magazine, such as
the one you are reading now, they will be
rejected. A ‘poet’ such as this prefers to avoid
criticism and to blame rejections on the
Establishment, the Patriarchy or even the New
World Order.

The poor deluded fool who refuses to edit his
poems is the destructive critic’s best friend.
Neither have much time for what we at Over The
Edge do. Think of it from their point of view.
One is a serious poet, at least in his or her own
mind, with a few publications. All he wants to do
now is sit and look as though he’s thinking about
the great issues of our time. And what does Over
The Edge and the poetry workshops I facilitate
do? Provide a nurturing environment that allows
beginner poets to grow up to be quite good poets.
Some of them even win awards and go on to
publish books.
The poor deluded genius, on the other hand is

slowly driven mad by the fact that the poetry
establishment doesn’t appreciate his or her
genius. Of course he could join the lively
community of poets who are forever running
poems by each other. But no. He prefers to go his
own way.
Then one afternoon the genius enters an

empty café to find the destructive critic sitting
there. The critic says something about poems for
Palestine. The genius replies that he has an eight
page poem-in-progress about fluoride in the
water. Then the gates ofHell close firmly behind
them both.
It needn’t be thus. But ifyou take yourselfmore

seriously than the poems you write, it absolutely 
might.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

THE DESTRUCTIVE CRITIC AND THE IDIOTWHO THINKS YOU'RE A GENIUS
Kevin Higgins

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Des Kavanagh is a native of Inishowen and lives in Galway where he practised as a dentist. Since putting down the drill he has taken up the quill. His work has appeared in various anthologies.

Libby Harte’s most recent collection ofpoetry, This FloatingWorld (2011) , was shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards andThe Age Book ofthe Year Awards. Her first collection, Fresh News from the Arctic
(2006), received the Anne Elder Award and was shortlisted for the Mary Gilmore Prize. Her work has also been nominated for a Pushcart Prize.

Kevin Higgins is Writer-in-Residence at Merlin Park Hospital and the poetry critic ofthe Galway Advertiser. He has published three collections ofpoems: The BoyWith No Face (2005) , Time Gentlemen, Please (2008) and
FrighteningNew Furniture (2010) , all with Salmon Poetry.MentioningTheWar, a collection ofhis essays and reviews, was published by Salmon in April, 2012.

Des Kavanagh

Binnion Road

Not hedged nor winding
dead straight, tree lined
it took us from the village
towards the shore.
 
Leafy branches arched overhead
in summer, we sped on bikes
through speckled tunnels
light-headed, free.
 
Winter nights our lights explored
its other life ofsilent dark.   We peered
through trees and listened
to the rise and fall ofbreath.

Libby Harte

Changeling

Sometimes I snag on a barb ofspirit-wire turning through gale.
And into the rattle, into the soul-cloth cage, comes a vision:
ofa house made ofoath, ofa clearing by the woods and a witchery ofsnow.
Near-dark presses into me, hankering for the other side.
I grow calm with its imprint, with its voicing ofamnesia’s song.
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Peter Branson

Rook Pie
'Sing a song ofsixpence,
  a pocket full ofrye.' (Trad)

Told how he scaled, on wing and prayer,
swayed in frail rigging, like a midshipman,
green besoms clenched in either fist the glue
that bound, singled him out from Icarus.
Graveside, silent, words spent, I view Red Hill
across the river, how it used to be.  
A massive beech stand screens old town and new,
Ten Fields as was, house proud, scrambling behind,
and in its topmast reach, ink blemishes,
X-rays ofbleeds that fetched him here today.  
Though young birds fresh from nest were treats way back,
that strident KAAH’s more reprimand than curse,
trace elements ofopen steppe, big skies,
nomads on horseback, scent ofdrying dung.
And can you hear the drum offashioned stone
on living wood, echoes offuneral pyre
and death lament?   They follow, spring flood tide,
pasture, ploughed field, church spire and passing bell,
to waddle like stout matrons, long lace drawers,
starched petticoats; plump golfers in plus fours.
These bolshie petty pilferers, who police
their high-rise homes behind invisible
stone walls, are sociable right through to core.  
‘Been round for centuries and long before 
those bells’ - his words. You hear him now. ‘They seem
to sense a tree has passed its prime, move on.
That’s how we know the time has come to fell’.
Black birds, close to they’re oil-on-water sheen,
soft purples, blues and greens, like dragonflies.
Opaque as bleached whale bone, sheer porcelain,
that wizened patch beneath the chin’s a hint
ofdinosaur. Strutting their stuffagainst
clear autumn skies for the sheer hell ofit,
these twisting tumbling acrobats form in
dense shoals at dusk, like mating galaxies,
cavort and kiss, one consciousness, one will.

Deirdre Kearney

Sefton Park June 2012 (Cancelled)

Even the DJs are white
at Africa Oyé.
In an empty warehouse
in an industrial estate
floors hum, walls thrum
blonde dreadlocks swing
pale Rastas sway on fixed feet.
 
The air is heavy with the scent
ofchicken jerk and ganja
indoor picnics with cases
ofRed Stripe and
hip flasks ofdark rum.
The few black faces scan the crowd,
laugh knowingly,
at the stoned whiteys
leaning precariously
to the black man’s beat.
 
A month’s rain in a day,
they said and the festival
by the lush lakeside
was too much, even for
the flowery wellie brigade.
No mud baths here,
Health and Safety cries ‘Halt! ’
Only the whites came out
the day that rain stopped play.
 

Shirani Rajapakse

Unwanted

You placed me on
a shelfand left
me there to dry. I was
forgotten.
Like the old
newspaper
you spread on your
writing table to protect
the wood. It turned yellow
in time and you
threw it away one
day, not so long ago. I too
have faded. Would you
throwme out too?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter Branson’s poetry has been published or accepted for publication by  journals in Britain, USA, Canada, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. He has had two collections published to date: The AccidentalTourist and The
Recusant. A third collection has been accepted for publication by Salmon Poetry. He has won firsts in the Grace Dieu and the Envoi International poetry competitions.

Deirdre Kearney is from Omagh, Co Tyrone and has lived in Galway since 1983. Her poetry has been published inTHESHOp, ROPES, West 47Online, CúirtNewWriting, The UlsterHerald, Crannóg, Words on theWeb,
Tinteán, Mosaic, Treóir, Over the Edge blogspot andGalway Exposed. Her first collection, SpiddalPier, was published in 2009 by Lapwing Press.

Shirani Rajapakse is a Sri Lankan poet, playwright and fiction writer. Her collection ofshort stories BreakingNews (Vijitha Yapa 2011) was shortlisted for the Gratiaen Award 2010. Shirani has been widely published in
anthologies such as OccupyWall Street Poetry Anthology, WorldHealingWorldPeace, Every Child Is Entitled to Innocence andVoices IsraelPoetry Anthology 2012.
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Bogusia Wardein

What I Love About the World is its Roundness

what I hate about the sun is its indiscrimination
what I love about a sandstorm is its distant view
what I hate about lowlands is their sluggishness
what I love about the bread oflife is its sourdough
what I hate about diamonds is their near future 
what I love about my hand being kissed is the promise
what I hate about six o’clock is it's always too late 
what I love about love is it's almost translucent
what I hate about hate is it does not go mouldy
what I love about hate is its self-advertisement
what I hate about love is its patinated silver bars 
what I love about early mornings are their wings     
what I hate about philosophy is its promiscuity
what I love about my precious life is its third act
what I hate about my mind-mate is her absence
what I love about poetry is its shivering freedom
what I hate about earthlings is their love for woods     
what I love about a throne is my inner child sitting there
what I hate about my tongue is its wrong timing
what I love about dancing tango is their scent
what I hate about the abyss is its hospitality     
what I love about him is his seeingmy voice
what I hate about you is it takes you so long
 
 

Liam Duffy

Hansel and Gretel

The dark plywood floor,
softened, by the sweaty heat
ofcabbage boiling
                                                                    behind
doors:
with knobs
fumblesome and unfamiliar;
must be wrestled with
                                                                      quickly
to keep ahead
by as many little steps
as possible,
ofsomebody’s Aunt
                                                                      upstairs
vaulting and crashing
on crutches
searching and calling.

Afric McGlinchey

Wild Horses
(for Uncle Peter)

New trees, unfamiliar
for centuries
 
re-root
an old memory;
 
undulating diaspora light
unearths a ribcage ruin –
 
lichened stone,
sheep’s pen, stable, sty.
 
Clouds and wind
wheel the horizon;
 
like Epona
out-running wild horses;
 
open sky ceiling
open to dreaming.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Bogusia Wardein was born in Wroclaw, Poland where she studied Social Anthropology. She has participated in the Cúirt masterclass with Gerald Dawe and poetry workshops with Kevin Higgins. Her work has appeared in
Revival, Embers ofWords - An Irish Anthology ofMigrant Poetry, Crannóg, Emerge Literary Journal (US), The Journal (UK) and is forthcoming inTHESHOp.

AHennessy Poetry Award winner and Pushcart nominee, Afric McGlinchey grew up in Ireland and Africa. Her work has appeared inThe SHOp, Southword, Poetry IrelandReview, Magma (UK), The English Leaving
Certificate Examinations Book 2012, and other journals. Her début collection, The Lucky Star ofHidden Things, was published in 2012 by Salmon Poetry.

Liam Duffy, Galway, is compiling an Artistic Atlas ofGalway and working towards his first collection ofpoetry. He has recently been published in Boyne Berries, Arkadia Gazette andThe Poetry Bus and has also read at the
West Cork Literary Festival as part ofa reading dubbed Irish Poets: A NewGeneration.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ELSEWHEREInterview with Harry Clifton
Ireland Professor of Poetry

Susan Lindsay
There is a natural fit between the place the

current Ireland Professor of Poetry, Harry
Clifton, elects to situate himself as a poet and
the de-consecrated church where he makes his
home, in what has been called Dublin’s Jewish
quarter.
Placelessness is significant to Clifton as

someone who locates himself in language and
whose imagination is not located in Ireland
alone. ‘I didn’t leave Ireland to contemplate
Ireland’. He has travelled extensively in Asia,
Africa and Europe and lived ten years in Paris
before coming back to Ireland. Beckett,
MacNeice and Patrick Kavanagh are his poet
‘exemplars’ along with the fictional character
Leopold Bloom who ‘represents the
cosmopolitan spirit within the closed Irish
context’, whilst his South American
Grandmother - very much a modern
independent woman and one who would appear
and disappear again throughout his childhood -
is an important mythical figure for him ‘if you
ask about mothers’.
As Ireland Professor of Poetry he is

highlighting the importance of guarding the
door to ‘Patrick Kavanagh’s mystical room’. The
pressures ofcommercialism threaten the ‘need to
keep a spirit of disinterestedness’ at the
Humanities table, where academics need space
to discuss ideas that may have no worth or
consequence at all. Clifton says, ‘It’s only later
that certain ideas enter a culture. They have to
be incubated in a free place’. Outside the
Kavanagh door, ‘publishers, journalists,
academics, translators and art pundits’ are just
some of the people who can ‘change, influence
or damage that initial incubation’.
He also wants to re-connect the Irish tradition

with things that are outside that tradition.
Clifton sees Irish poetry as having entered a cul-
de-sac when the Northern Ireland Troubles
began, after a very important period of
liberation in the 1960s, ‘that is analogous to
what happened in Russia in the 1860s’.
‘It was a time of extraordinary liberation out

of which great writers emerged and novels were
written – Dostoevsky, Tolstoy…’ But at the end
of the decade in each country there was a
clampdown. In Russia, it lasted for a further
hundred years or so but in Ireland it began with

the start of the Troubles and continued for a
further forty years. There was, ‘briefly, a very
important moment when a sort of a fresh wind
blew through both communities and it was an
agitated wind politically – but it was agitated in
an international way…after decades of isolation’,
‘- the Civil Rights movement…with links to
what was happening elsewhere - in Paris,
America…’.
As soon as the Troubles began, ‘not only was

there a political regression but also, even though
it produced a lot ofbrilliant work – the brilliant
work led us up a cul-de-sac … of self-absorption,
of inwardness as the only mode of writing of
ourselves’. There was ‘an endless sort of mining
of our selves and rehashing of traditional Irish
tropes – of victim-hood, of language and so on’.
‘I think we have an opportunity, at the
beginning of the twenty-first century to re-
engage with a wider world’.
He sees Ireland as ‘a very good nurturing

ground for young poets’ but is aware that its
smallness can lead to a heightened sense of self-
consciousness that can become claustrophobic
very quickly. ‘A lot of people leave because they
could only rediscover ‘the anonymity and
detachment’, necessary for any artist, by ‘being a
face in a sea offaces’ elsewhere.
‘Certainly in the South [now] there is a

greater cosmopolitanism in the society…poems
are being written by people with much more of
a multi-cultural background. At the end of the
day, a good poem is a good poem because it gets
to reality but I do think that it can be …
fertilised or re-angled in an important way by
the richness of society itself and the openness.
So, I am talking about dialectic between poets
and Ireland really’.
Asked about fringe events, festivals and

workshops, he says, ‘the bottom line is Yeats
attended a poetry workshop called The
Cheshire Cheese. His description of that could
stand for any contemporary poetry workshop –
particularly when he says that people tend to be
too polite’. ‘People write for many reasons and
they don’t all write like Milton “to justify the
ways of God”, there are “many mansions…” I do
ultimately feel about poetry that it is a solitary
craft…the critical aspect of it will probably come
in solitude’.

In an Ireland Professor ofPoetry lecture, 'The
Un-forged Conscience: Europe and Irish Poetry'
(Trinity College, Dublin, February, 2012) , he
recalls speaking ‘about how the name is a
moment of universalising something. That’s
how I see borrowing from the classical lexicon’.
‘…if it is happening to John Smith in
Tubercurry, it’s one thing but if it is happening
to Achilles – the same thing – it’s another way
of saying it’s a universal thing’. ‘[In]… Patrick
Kavanagh’s poem Epic, Homer…made the Iliad
from such a local row – [it] moves from the
local situation to the universal situation.
But…what happened when the Northern
Ireland troubles began was the exact reverse: the
gods became co-opted into a local row’.
Secular Eden, Paris Notebooks 1994-2004

(Wake Forest University Press, 2007), is a large
collection with a European base ‘based on living
in Paris – and using Paris as a kind of point of
Archimedes where I was able to exert leverage
on various aspects of my life including Irish,
ancestral, married and personal life and politics
that were happening at the time – world
politics. So I was centred in Europe, and using
Europe, the way Huckleberry Finn uses the
Mississippi river, as a kind of flow…but it is the
kind ofuniversal, flow, experience’.
‘I did find when I came back to Ireland in

2004, that I had to centre myself in a different
way and I began to really address my own sense
of Ireland, probably for the first time… The title
poem in The Winter Sleep of Captain Lemass
(Bloodaxe 2012) uses Captain Lemass - who was
actually an anti- treaty republican who was shot
and dumped in the Dublin Mountains - as a
kind of alter ego for anybody who feels, or felt,
that the parameters in Ireland were too narrow.
And that is really where the book shaped itself’.
‘It is not just about me it is about anybody

who has at some time or another felt frozen
out… All my life, through my father’s side, I have
encountered a whole age of, what you might
call, a disinherited intelligentsia, some of whom
went away from Ireland because they couldn’t
find anything for themselves in it. And others
stayed at home and just become lonely and
marginalised and silenced. That’s why the book
is titled as it is. That’s the basic thing. So, if you
ask about homecoming, you are coming home

Bogusia Wardein

What I Love About the World is its Roundness

what I hate about the sun is its indiscrimination
what I love about a sandstorm is its distant view
what I hate about lowlands is their sluggishness
what I love about the bread oflife is its sourdough
what I hate about diamonds is their near future 
what I love about my hand being kissed is the promise
what I hate about six o’clock is it's always too late 
what I love about love is it's almost translucent
what I hate about hate is it does not go mouldy
what I love about hate is its self-advertisement
what I hate about love is its patinated silver bars 
what I love about early mornings are their wings     
what I hate about philosophy is its promiscuity
what I love about my precious life is its third act
what I hate about my mind-mate is her absence
what I love about poetry is its shivering freedom
what I hate about earthlings is their love for woods     
what I love about a throne is my inner child sitting there
what I hate about my tongue is its wrong timing
what I love about dancing tango is their scent
what I hate about the abyss is its hospitality     
what I love about him is his seeingmy voice
what I hate about you is it takes you so long
 
 

Liam Duffy

Hansel and Gretel

The dark plywood floor,
softened, by the sweaty heat
ofcabbage boiling
                                                                    behind
doors:
with knobs
fumblesome and unfamiliar;
must be wrestled with
                                                                      quickly
to keep ahead
by as many little steps
as possible,
ofsomebody’s Aunt
                                                                      upstairs
vaulting and crashing
on crutches
searching and calling.

Afric McGlinchey

Wild Horses
(for Uncle Peter)

New trees, unfamiliar
for centuries
 
re-root
an old memory;
 
undulating diaspora light
unearths a ribcage ruin –
 
lichened stone,
sheep’s pen, stable, sty.
 
Clouds and wind
wheel the horizon;
 
like Epona
out-running wild horses;
 
open sky ceiling
open to dreaming.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
In 2011 Susan Lindsay’s début collection ofpoetry,Whispering the Secrets, was published by Doire Press and she read for the Poetry Ireland’s Introductions Series. She has read her poems at Belfast Book Festival, Cuirt Literary
Festival, Clifden Arts Week and her poems have been read on RTÉ radio.
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to something ofthat’.
Was Clifton using the ‘place’ of Ireland as

somewhere he was returning to, as a way of
conveying something about the inner journey of
returning to a place you would never know -
unless you had been somewhere else? ‘It is true,
I think it is what Patrick Kavanagh, again, said,
“you start with the simplicity of departures and
you end with the simplicity of return”.’ ‘The
whole idea of the interface between secular and
sacred life is very important to me’. Living in
France, ‘you are also participating in a human
experiment that began with the French
revolution – it’s the idea that human beings can
be happy without God. …The secular, which is
the French State, but just below the surface [we
find] the remnants of a mediaeval Catholicism
which surfaces in the liturgical year which runs
through French life …, a strange mix of the
Christian and the secular. But the point is, it’s
not only the French now, it’s life in Ireland as
well, it’s the life people live in America. It’s all

that interface. So I think it’s a universal thing
and that carries through into the Little
Jerusalem poem’.
 

Little Jerusalem
 
...Let the ruins ofreligion be my dwelling-place
Where echoing flights ofstairs
  At the clearing ofa throat, in deep liturgical space,
 
Are answered by silence. And I climb, an apostate,
A worshipper ofskylights, inheritor
Ofcubic space, square feet, deconsecration,
 
Through latter days, Creation and Apocalypse,
To a rented half-way house
The key ofsimony opens, in chancel or apse...

Is that sacred-secular interface an important
interface for poetry? ‘In my view it is. I think it
is probably the most important thing. It is more
important than whether you are Irish or you are
non-Irish or you’re this or you’re that. …There is
a crisis in people which emerges and which they
are either conscious, or not conscious, of -
which I think is a universal crisis. It is more

important to think about that, to think of
poetry in those terms, than to think of
Northern Irish poetry, or southern Irish poetry
or Irish language poetry, or English language
poetry… I think the wrong oppositions exist
sometimes’.
Harry Clifton is clearly at home in his secular

church in Ireland’s Little Jerusalem. He
concludes, ‘It is very important to state - every
poet is a citizen of a language not a citizen of a
place. A poet as poet, I mean. We are all citizens
of our countries and we owe our fealty to the
country we are born in and so on and so forth
and so on but as poets, we are citizens of a
language.   I just feel, sometimes, that the wrong
criteria are applied to poetry. The criteria of the
nation state, is applied to things which are not
related to the nation’s state’.  
   

‘The Importance ofElsewhere’ is the title ofa poem by Philip Larkin.

Susan Millar DuMars

Photo of my late Mother-in-law, New York, 1963

I’m sorry I laughed when you showed me this;
didn’t realise your pride in that girl,
cool and pink as peppermints.
To me you looked like a white Supreme,
homesick BeautyQueen,
not as lovely as you
became.
 
We’re two blue-eyed daughters ofIrish Marys
who called themselvesMay
and breezed offthe ferry
and got their hearts squashed by Yellow Cabs.
 
We scraped innards offasphalt,
again and again,
put them back in, pounding chests
till we heard hearts
start.
 
Girls like us, with mothers like them,
forget who we are –
find clues in photos,
others’ reactions.
So I’m sorry I laughed.
I see it now –
you were fresh
as peppermints.

Andy Jones

She
During a poetry reading at the Fleadh Cheoil 2010 in Cavan,
a Japanese girl asked ifshe could sing for us.

She sat in a corner,
silent, attentive.
Absorbing the poetry ofthe Gaijin
as they attenuated aphorism,
mulled over metaphor,
mused about metre.
 
She joined polite applause,
revealing nothing 
until the shadow ofa smile
softened the patina
ofalabaster features.
Her moment had arrived.
 
She stepped to the lectern,
grace notes offiddle tunes
drifted in on the breeze.
Gave us eyes-closed verses
of ‘The Fair at Spancil Hill’
in true Sean-Noh style.
 
She left in her wake
an aura ofmystery.
Some eastern Sidhe Gaoithe
had whispered amongst us.
Singing a song ofan exile’s dream
in the pure idiom ofthe Banner.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Susan Millar DuMars, living in Galway, has published two collections of poetry with Salmon Poetry, Big Pink Umbrella (2008) and Dreams for Breakfast (2010) , and one book of short stories, Lights In The Distance, with
Doire Press in 2010. Her work has appeared in numerous publications in the US and Europe and inThe Best ofIrish Poetry 2010.

Originally from Dublin, Andy Jones now lives in Mullagh in Cavan. He is retired and spends a lot oftime writing, both prose and poetry. He has been published in Boyne Berries, had a piece on SundayMiscellany and was
highly commended in the last two Francis Ledwidge poetry competitions.
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Marie Cadden

Harness 

Alone
Behind the wheel
On open road
 
Empty
Horizons
For privacy
 
At speed
Release
The seatbelt
 
Take
A risk
On free will

Flex
Muscles
Ofdisobedience
 
Tickle
A solar plexus
Reckless with disuse
 
Sport
Only for those
Who remember
 
When pleasure
Was unprotected
And drove on regardless
 

Sinéad Donnelly

Nearly Fifty One

I did not watch where I was going.
Menopause has stopped me in my tracks,
dazzled by regret and rage.
I would have been a lovely mother.
 

Rachel Woolf

Breaking the Meniscus

unbound and boundless      going global
straddling the oceans
pole-vaulting the horizon
nimble on the cliffface
sure-footed on a high-wire between skyscrapers
skipping the tripwire        in no-man’s land
crossing timelines and borders
coming home
 
home is where the other is
in sooty railway carriages
towed by the Pole Star
through the tundra ofSiberia
or hunkered down with cooking pots
glugging gourds and bolts ofcotton cloth
on laden boats        lying low
breaking the meniscus ofthe viscous waters
ofa lake at the Equator
home is nowhere that we know
 
on Vancouver Island
you measure glacial crevices
on palm-shaded terraces
by the leisurely Euphrates
I compose verses
while each ofus has blood ofbrine
the GulfStream yours        the Baltic mine
at ease but not easy
we walk on shingle single file
say
‘See you around sometime’
and embrace        solitude
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Marie Cadden, winner ofthe Cuirt 2011 International Literature Festival NewWriting Prize for Poetry, was shortlisted for 2011 Bradshaw Books / Cork Literary ReviewManuscript Competition, Over the Edge NewWriter
ofthe Year Award 2010, The Francis Ledwidge Poetry Award 2009. She has been published inThe Recorder (USA), THESHOp, ROPES, Revival and Boyne Berries.

Sinéad Donnelly is from Galway, works as a Palliative Medicine doctor in Aotearoa, New Zealand and comes home regularly to Ireland to family and friends. Sinead also makes documentaries for teaching and broadcast. She
loves the Irish language, is learning to speakMaori and is building currachs with the Irish community in Wellington.

Since 2009 Rachel Woolf has been placed as runner up (x3) or highly commended (x2) in poetry competitions and has had work published inThe Stony Thursday Book and by Poets Meet Painters at the Mill Cove Gallery,
twice inNewWriting Scotland and in an anthology ofcompetition winners by the National Galleries, twice in anthologies forWordaid.
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Richard Halperin

Blue Day

We were there the day the great fear left us.
We were in a sailboat in the middle ofa lake.
The waters, which had devoured us,
Worse, which had threatened to devour us,
Worse, which threaten to devour us,
Fell calm, blue, green, bright, kind.
We cared about the sun.
We had stopped sailing, because where were we going?
We did not care what was above the sun.
We did not care what swam under us or waited.
Light was no longer the mirror, we were the mirror.
We knew that sounds had been a kindness,
That that’s what the wind, the rip oftrees,
The mountains torn from their sockets,
The sift and suck ofanthills spiralling like sand spouts,
The sharp inhale ofthe maniac,
Had meant.
We were no longer afraid ofbrilliance.
A heart beat, it didn’t have to, and we laughed at that,
And as we laughed, the fear left us.
There was a smell ofolive trees from beyond the water and sand,
And cries ofbirds whom nothing would ever kill now
And their astonishment at that,
And a curled leopardess breathing the sleep ofsabbath,
And dry cracked ground not minding being dry for a while
Because that’s how things are.
All was pause, sun, boat, sail.
It had always been only that, waiting.
No more terror waiting.
The rest had been a picture, ourselves a picture.
Only pain and love had been real,
One ofthem now no longer there.
We together – that’s what day is – that day.

 

Rosamund Taylor

To Sodium Pentobarbital

You are tinted yellow or purple, are bright and clear
in the syringe, and perhaps death can’t be called easy or clean,
but you make it as easy as it can be. The animals lean,
list and are limp. Eyes roll. Each time I’m here
I think ofyou in your brown bottle, locked away like a dear
heirloom, your good death safe, and I try to wean
myselffrom wanting you, but each time I’ve seen
a cat or bird still, I long to fall away too, lose sense, fear.
 
I think ofyou often, even when I walk and catch the wren’s
blunt flutter, its dark shape vanishing in sprigs offern.
I think ofthings I am seeing and wouldn’t see and when, again,
neither seem to mean much, you’re there. Days are long and I turn
to the image ofyou, cold and precise within my vein, and then,
before I still like the cats, I will no longer stare or burn.

Sighle Meehan

Fairytale

Once upon a time, in France
or maybe it was Spain
some sunny place
so maybe it was Creeslough
in September, a farmer’s day
when the winds blew black over Muckish
and rains toughened the yellow whins
and the moon made milk ofeverything
 
It may have been Toledo
a carnival
when gargoyles leered
at spectres in procession
a frightened day when scarecrows
flapped at tourists near Ra’melton
and ice cream and jelly babies stickied
as thunder muttered through the braes
 
Maybe it was Roundstone
a time ofsunburnt picnics
a turquoise sea or grey
a day in Rome, purple with the pomp ofprelates, or mooching
through the souks in Marrakech, Croagh Patrick
where crayoned rainbows scrawled
across the sky
or some other place, I’m not sure where
but I was looking backwards
when once upon a time
 
You said my name
 
Beautiful ever after.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Richard W. Halperin’s first collection, Anniversary, was published by Salmon in 2010 and was published in Japanese tranlation in 2012. His second, ShyWhite Tiger, will appear in March 2013. Two first prizes in 2012 for
poems: ‘Snow Falling, LadyMurasaki Watching’, iYeats competition, Sligo; ‘Rubbings,’ New Tricks With Matches competition, University College Dublin.

Rosamund Taylorwas born in Dublin in 1989. Two ofher poems were longlisted for the 2011 Montreal International Poetry Prize, and one ofher poems was a runner-up for the 2008 Bridport Prize. She has also had poems
published by the Ragged Raven Press and NewWriting Dundee.

Sighle Meehan has been writing poetry since summer 2011 and was shortlisted for the Over the Edge NewWriter ofthe Year competition in 2012.
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Amy Ekins

Complimentary

I like to compliment strangers, though
perhaps like is pushing it, it’s more a bubble
which forms behind my ribs, expands,
and then bursts over the recipients,
in a spray ofover-enthused spittle –
 
I love your shoes, or
That dress suits you so well, or
Are you offto a wedding?You look lovely!
 
Men are under the sprinkler system too –
 
Is that your aftershave? It’s wonderful, or
Those shoes look really nice on you, you should get them (Idon’t work here, no!)
 
I’m sure that ifyou traced a line from past to present
with a sharp and cynical HB pencil, you could say –
 
Ah, that’s where she, the poet, did not receive compliments herself
 
But that’s unnecessary–
we’re all shaped by this or by that, and my shape
happens to be a bubble, which bursts with a wet splat
in the faces ofstrangers
(there’s fairy liquid behind my navel)

Joe Fagan

Little Girl Skipping
A Picasso Artefact

For her to seem alive
with a breadbasket torso
cardboard hair and
discarded shoes
 
(Not to be
a mere image / a
montage / a scaffolding
or an illusion)
 
Picasso uses a skipping
rope to hold together
a body
 
Suspended forever
betwixt and between
Gravity / Art andWill.

Paul Bregazzi

Raft Making

It’s like as  kids; we played
with ice-pop sticks
making ‘rafts’ with them:
 
first a square, next cross-spars
to make a window
then the final pieces
gingerly flexing, 
nervously inserting.
Until at last you pushed
too much
and the chance of 
something perfectly
holding
sprung 
 
apart
 
in a moment.
 
But occasionally we 
manage to contain
the strains 
and hold the perfection 
ofit
taut 
but stable 
in our hands.

Brian O’Connell

Thoughts in a Mirror   

When you see me naked
What does it bring out in you
A lust, just wanton desire
There to set you on fire
 
Or
 
Does this rotund reality
Remove all thoughts ofcarnality
Someone for Lucian Freud
Even his dogs would avoid
Drooping endorsements oftime
All creases
 
A saggy behind

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Amy Ekins is a writer offiction and non-fiction, a project manager for a publishing company, and is at the time ofwriting finishing her MRes in Creative Writing at Northumbria University - for which she was awarded their
fee-waiver scholarship. She tweets at @AmyEWrites.

Joe Fagan is a 70-year-old pensioner. He has been published in Poetry IrelandReview, Cúirt and other Irish, UK& US journals. He takes regular short breaks in Galway.

Paul Bregazzi is a primary school teacher in West Dublin. He has only been writing seriously for the past two years. His poetry has appeared in Crannóg and Revivalpoetry magazines. He has read his work at the Irish Writers
Centre, The Dún Laoghaire Poetry Now Fringe and on Cork Community Radio.

Brian O’Connell lives in Galway, is a member ofthe Skylight Poets and has contributed to poetry anthologies Lady Gregory’s Townhouse, Behind theMasks andMosaic. He has self-published illustrated poetry collections with
his wife Pam who is an established artist: Out ofthe Fog and Inside. Brian plays banjo and mandolin with his friends in their band Beo.
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Micheal O’Siadhail

Conversation with Picasso

At the counter au Lapin Agile
A clown amongMontmartre’s lone and racked
Among the demimonde and down-at-heel
You ask how art keeps pace with artefact.
Picasso, anarchist and wonder boy
Who’ll shun perspective, nature’s light and shade
To stress the form within what you destroy,
Collaging bric-à-brac our hands have made.
Your dared Les Demoiselles d’Avignon,
Becomes those spheres and cubes for you and Braque
Where all things are a process undergone
In shifting inner shapes which you unpack.
Possessed rebel, genius set apart;
You’ll turn romantic king ofmodern art.
 
Whatever I willed I had the power to pull
Out ofimagination’s magic hat;
A saddled handlebar becomes a bull,
I am the harlequin and acrobat.
Like sex desired or song I am all now;
Each period a pedant’s shibboleth,
No past, no path or no explaining how
My duende cries out at age and death.
And winning each young woman I pursued,
In blue or rose or classic parody
I’m on the hop, I’m watchful and aware
That even though we cubists caught a mood,
The moment I submit to what I see,
I trust my own eternal youth and flair.
 

The Spanish anarchists have left their spoor,
Your youth in you refuses now to grow,
Allow your mind to broaden and mature;
You, Picasso, just become more so.
Bohemian and Midas out oftouch,
A famous for being famous millionaire,
Gone underground and self-engrossed you clutch
At whims and hunches fetched from anywhere.
You’re painting lovers trapped in lust’s machine
For decades filled with cravings mixed with fears
Or lone obsessions with your sinking light;
A dwarfstill doting on a beauty queen,
An old man anguished by your appetite,
A wizard none the wiser for your years.
 
I searched in my outsider Paris years
When fellow feeling for my demoiselles
And passion’s conversations with my peers
Had made me think, although my heart rebelled.
Give me élan! For all our cubes achieved,
I do not want to search, I want to find.
To hell with thought and all things preconceived;
I will not work the warren ofthe mind.
The duende that sparked me damns my soul.
I crave the favours that my fame now grants
And paint the jokes that please and play my role;
Have I become a king ofsycophants?
Enclosed in both my fortune and acclaim,
I can’t outgrow the icon I became.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Micheal O'Siadhail is a poet. Among thirteen collections are Tongues (2010) , Globe (2007), Love Life (2005) , The GossamerWall: Poems in Witness to the Holocaust (2002) and Poems 1975-1995 (1995) . His Collected Poems
will be published in 2013. He was awarded an Irish American Cultural Institute (1982) , a Toonder prize (1998) and short-listed forWingate Jewish Quarterly Prize (2003) .

Preston H. Hood served with Seal Team 2 in Vietnam (1970) . His first poetry book, AChill IUnderstand, received Honorable Mention in the 2007 Maine Literary Award for Poetry. Cervena Barva Press (2011) published
his Chapbook, TheHallelujah ofListeningwhich won the 2012 Maine Literary Award for Poetry. Preston is currently writing his memoir.

Preston Hood

Words

Words just keep appearing. They visit me in sleep. In droves they attend to my writing. Appear on my worn eraser after grimacing about
what is being said. Can’t take them anywhere without a hassle. When I least expect it, they visit me in dreams & tell it like it is. Just to
annoy me they reappear at waking or show up in my cereal bowl. Like monkeys jumping from tree to tree, they tell me I know next to
nothing, but still they sing to me their blue-black songs, luring me into their lairs where darkness lurks. When I ask ‘Where’s the light or
the church bells ringing?’ they speak in tongues. Somehow, they move me so easily on quiet afternoons to write more poems. After, when
I sit alone by the window& look out, it is quiet once more.
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Micheal O’Siadhail

Conversation with Picasso

At the counter au Lapin Agile
A clown amongMontmartre’s lone and racked
Among the demimonde and down-at-heel
You ask how art keeps pace with artefact.
Picasso, anarchist and wonder boy
Who’ll shun perspective, nature’s light and shade
To stress the form within what you destroy,
Collaging bric-à-brac our hands have made.
Your dared Les Demoiselles d’Avignon,
Becomes those spheres and cubes for you and Braque
Where all things are a process undergone
In shifting inner shapes which you unpack.
Possessed rebel, genius set apart;
You’ll turn romantic king ofmodern art.
 
Whatever I willed I had the power to pull
Out ofimagination’s magic hat;
A saddled handlebar becomes a bull,
I am the harlequin and acrobat.
Like sex desired or song I am all now;
Each period a pedant’s shibboleth,
No past, no path or no explaining how
My duende cries out at age and death.
And winning each young woman I pursued,
In blue or rose or classic parody
I’m on the hop, I’m watchful and aware
That even though we cubists caught a mood,
The moment I submit to what I see,
I trust my own eternal youth and flair.
 

The Spanish anarchists have left their spoor,
Your youth in you refuses now to grow,
Allow your mind to broaden and mature;
You, Picasso, just become more so.
Bohemian and Midas out oftouch,
A famous for being famous millionaire,
Gone underground and self-engrossed you clutch
At whims and hunches fetched from anywhere.
You’re painting lovers trapped in lust’s machine
For decades filled with cravings mixed with fears
Or lone obsessions with your sinking light;
A dwarfstill doting on a beauty queen,
An old man anguished by your appetite,
A wizard none the wiser for your years.
 
I searched in my outsider Paris years
When fellow feeling for my demoiselles
And passion’s conversations with my peers
Had made me think, although my heart rebelled.
Give me élan! For all our cubes achieved,
I do not want to search, I want to find.
To hell with thought and all things preconceived;
I will not work the warren ofthe mind.
The duende that sparked me damns my soul.
I crave the favours that my fame now grants
And paint the jokes that please and play my role;
Have I become a king ofsycophants?
Enclosed in both my fortune and acclaim,
I can’t outgrow the icon I became.

Kate Ennals

Christopher Meehan

Minor Flooding

Even a sound must make its journey from
Source to ear, like droplets meeting surface
Ofpool below gutter.   Sometimes nothing
Stirs in that pool for days not even wind,
Then suddenly only man-made ripples
Ofconfused motion brought about by the
Postman’s boots in the downpour, his hood dripping,
Bringing bills and tut-tut letters from the bank.

One day it was all tsunamis and flying
Jets ofmud-laden spatters as the starlings
Took to bathing in a brawl ofglossy
Wings.   Now a strange longing for never decreasing
Circles has begun in the mornings as
You point the car towards your place ofwork.
For after your tyres splash through it – the
Surface resettles and I know I have
Lost you to the day.

Tommy Murray

Oilseed Rape

Leafspot and stem rot apart
Not to mention
Competition from weeds and grasses
And ofcourse premature pod shattering
Van Gogh would still have been impressed
All that yellow
Acres and acres ofochre
More that enough to paint a thousand ‘Wheat Fields’
And not just one old chair
Or a dozen ‘Sunflowers’, yes
Vincent would have loved Ireland in April
With its wind combed meadows
And troubled skies
Keeping his palate moist

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Kate Ennals is 50+ and has worked in community development most ofher life, writing on the sidelines. She lives in Cavan but is moving to Galway for a year to study for an MA inWriting at NUI Galway.

Christopher Meehan lives just outside Kinvara, County Galway but is originally from Kilkee in County Clare. He was a featured reader at the Over The Edge reading series in December 2011 . In 2012 he was longlisted in the
Doire Press Chapbook Competition and shortlisted for the Fish Poetry prize and the Over The Edge NewWriter ofthe Year Competition 2012.

Tommy Murray's second collection, SwimmingWith Dolphins, has just been published by Lapwing, Belfast, who also published his first collection Counting StainedGlassWindows. He has also been published in a number of
magazines includingRevival, Crannóg, Fortnight Riverine, The Drumlin andThe Stony Thursday Book. He was recently the featured reader at the Whitehouse in Limerick. [Sadly, TommyMurray passed away in November
2012. May he rest peacefully. Eds.]
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Kevin Higgins

The Political Divide

Not the slight adjustment ofthe set
every however many years; which
bundle ofcommon sense in suit
you decide to say yes to
until the next time. But the coming out
 
into the open ofthe war
between those who, exam day,
remembered and wrote down
what the teacher told them
and those who escaped
to smoke cigarettes,
(or at least stood there
seriously considering it) around
the back ofthe bike shed.
Those who sang beautifully at Mass
and those who got diarrhoea
so they didn’t have to go.
Those who were a great example
to the whole class
                      and those alone in their bedrooms
who thought about joining
tiny organisations
whose headquarters were raided by cops
yesterday. Those who got pregnant
and those who went home
when they were supposed to.
 
Those happy, all these years later,
to watch Sir Cliffsing Congratulations
to a crowd ofUnion Jacks
and those whose names come to mind
whenever a headline screams:
Fugitive porn star found.
 

Tim Dwyer

Historic Floods

Lent

I’ve never seen this creek
move with such speed
right before it lifts
and covers the road.
Tonight, the detour home
travels through
remnants ofDutch hamlets
that held on to the language
longer than the rest.
 
With so many roads closed,
I drive in spirals.
When I emerge, 
I will be uncertain
oftime and place,
ofwhat has been mended,
and what has been left behind.
 

HolyWeek

For days the brown river
has been rising above its banks.
Outside the prison, for a short time
through the bare woods
I see an animal path,
before the green ofthe leaves
will close down the woods
for months on end.
 
The tint ofcream
in this Spring light
gently washes the road home.
This is Good Friday,
the shadows grow long
as the day approaches three o’clock.

***

These are the days
when one time and another time
come close as the breath
ofa youngmother and her first born.
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin Higgins is Writer-in-Residence at Merlin Park Hospital and the poetry critic of the Galway Advertiser. He has published three collections ofpoems: The Boy With No Face (2005) , Time Gentlemen, Please (2008) and
FrighteningNew Furniture (2010) all with Salmon Poetry.MentioningTheWar, a collection ofhis essays and reviews, was published by Salmon in April, 2012.

Tim Dwyer has been published in Field, StingingFly, Tiferet and Boyne Berries. He has completed a poetry manuscript entitled Light andTime, and is working on a poetry and prose manuscript entitledTheUnpublished
Works ofDonalMichaelFurey. He lives in the Hudson Valley ofNew York State. His parents were from East Galway.
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Nicola Griffin

Zeal
After Robinson Jeffers

Unhappy about some far offthings
that are not my affair
I vow to interfere, become a missionary
take my beliefs to those who don’t need them
determine to replace reverence 
for natural and supernatural
with requirements to suppress,  
make unclean
dirty up minds with thoughts 
they don’t yet know 
are dirty.

 

W alking Here is Jessie Lendennie’s first full
book of new poems since Daughter in

1988 – a long wait, but worth that wait. What we
have here is a book focusing on small intimate
details that throw light on the larger truths,
written in language simple enough to fool the
casual reader into thinking that writing poetry is
easy.
Cicero, over two thousand years ago, in his

treatise ‘On Old Age’ concedes that ‘memory
dwindles’ but that he ‘never heard of old men
forgetting who owes them money and to whom
they owe it’. From Lendennie, for whom money
does not appear to be a driving concern – ‘And
the poets keep writing / As do I, even penniless’,
we have a book with clear memories of the things
most important to her: places, people, ideals and
dogs.
The important places for Lendennie include,

not surprisingly, her birthplace of Blythville,
Arkansas, where her side of the tracks is
succinctly described – ‘Following the rough
sidewalk / To where it was paved / The good end
of town’. She next heads for Thicket Road,
London, ‘in thrall to an image of freedom’, to ‘A
70s commune that wasn’t really commune / with
free spirits that played at being free’. And then,
for the last thirty-plus years, to Galway and the
West Coast taking her from the ‘ghosts on Quay
Street’ to ‘Walking the stones of Clahane’. The
most interesting of Lendennie’s place memories

are to be found in a series of poems based in
Alaska where I think she felt closest to the
freedom she constantly seeks – ‘No one else
within sight / What I wanted / Didn’t want /
wasn’t sure’ but found herself missing her dogs
‘who would have loved / Being here: being wild /
For a time’.
Then to people. Lendennie has the ability to

sum up a character with a single pithy phrase, as
in ‘And my mother…/ Why didn’t she leave him?
Well / She’d known him so long – he was family’,
a troubled marriage condensed to three simple
lines. Other people are valued based on their
attitude to dogs or dogs’ attitude to them:
‘Lorenzo who befriended pigeons and was the
only one / Courageous enough to take the ill and
sad black dog for his last walk’ or ‘At the crush of
dogs and women / In my crazy kennel-car / And
the dogs so excited / To have you walking with
us’. For this reviewer, the inclusion in her poems
of some of the characters that Lendennie must
have encountered in West Clare would have
added an extra, welcome, dimension.
Dogs play a big part in Lendennie’s life (‘5

Guys’ at her last count) and they keep cropping
up in her poems. In fact I believe she would like
to come back in her next life as a dog – ‘Why?
Why not me under the bed / And you at the
desk? / But you don’t want to trade down’ or just
to imitate for a while ‘I want to lie on the floor in
the sun / And chew sticks in my dreams’.

While a dog’s life may represent, for
Lendennie, the way life should be lived by us all,
she is fully aware of the sometimes brutal realities
of the daily struggle to survive. She focuses on
White House occupants and their politics as the
foundation blocks for how to go about improving
our lot, with all the attendant disenchantments.
For one who ‘was one of / Ingenious thousands /
Who gathered to levitate / The Pentagon in
1967’ Obama’s ‘LANDSLIDE’ in 2008 meant
‘that things were shifting’ and that perhaps
‘America would wake up with pixie / Dust
sprinkled on every sidewalk,  field, valley / Island
and shore’. But 2011 brings the almost inevitable
frustration as ‘my beautiful Obama…/ Seems to
have tucked in his glorious / Lion’s tail, and let
the hyenas / Have the meat’. With such a
powerful metaphor, Lendennie has whetted our
appetite for more detail of her hell-raising,
Pentagon-lifting days or her views on Tea Party
politics.
While Lendennie’s mind still sparkles she notes

that the bones can’t quite keep up the pace. ‘Can
one be afraid of hills…/ of testing weak legs /
Against the inevitable?’. But she bears this burden
with her usual wit ‘Even if I reach the top of the
hip / Replacement list after I’m dead’.
WalkingHere is a fine offering from a poet still

striding towards the top of her poetic hill – long
may she continue.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Nicola Griffin has lived in East Clare since 1997. Her first collection ofpoetry, Unbelonging, will be published by Salmon Poetry in April 2013. She was awarded a Literature Bursary Award by the Arts Council in 2012. Her
poems have appeared inThe Sunday Tribune, The StingingFly, THESHOp, Crannóg and Orbis (UK) among others.

Kevin O’Shea (Moycullen) was short listed for Over The Edge NewWriter ofthe Year in both 2009 and 2010. He has been published inTHESHOp, Irish Left Review, Ropes, Pen Tales, Northern Liberties Review, The Living
Link and poetry anthologies Behind theMasks andMosaic. In 2012 he was the winner ofthe Cúirt NewWriting Prize, Poetry Award and his debut collectionThe Art ofNon-Fishingwas published by Doire Press.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLACES, DOGS AND PEOPLEA Review of Walking Here by Jessie Lendennie
Kevin O’Shea
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Liz Quirke

Gentry 

Days spent scrubbing flags
at the BigHouse
for the upper-middle to sully
with street-wet boots.

Pail and soapy water sloshed
aside to duck into dim corners.
Their ghosts don’t remember you.

Nor do they recall
your sisters scrubbing the silver
and breath-polishing tumblers.

Invisible due to your diligence.
They would have sought you out
had the flags not mirrored up,
ifany iron had betrayed use.

The gentry never questioned
who stoked their fires
as long as the tea brewed hot.
Never noticed the sheen of
a well-worked horse.

 

Carolyne Van Der Meer

Under Exotica

You think ofyourselfas exotic
that Australian twang lacing your
words in this small café on a wharf
 
looking like a surfer, tarnished
ochre skin, wispy yellow locks,
seasoned by the sun. You try to
 
catch my eye, your peacock ego
swelling. You chat up the old men
beside you; you want me to hear
 
you talk as I focus hard on
stirringmy coffee, sharp from
sitting too long on the burner.
 
Where are you from, I hear
you ask, and knowing I
won’t be exotic enough for you
 
and your down-under self-love
I pick up my coffee and sashay out
with my own brand oftwang

Adam White

Her and That Wardrobe

At first glance that wardrobe was good for firewood,
for the havoc ofa quick hammering
in the yard below and best burned by Christmas.
What had you there but a pair ofrun-down doors
to hide the old outfits, a bottom so
Swiss-cheesed in woodworm it could hardly
keep a drawer offthe floor, a heap
ofneglect then against the bedroom wall?
But when taken in hand it was not that.
When rubbed down with a steaming cloth it started to tell
ofsomething else. A few worm-plundered planks replaced,
dry joints rooted out for squeezing in new glue
and a pair ofhandles would set it offagain.
So you took it outside on a fine day
in August, chisels hard ablaze
and the blade ofa saw kept warm all day,
soaked in preserver stray wormholes turned fumaroles.
That evening it was back in its corner,
stinking ofa workover, but with all
the signs ofthe years you’d added on.
Or was it those it now claimed back?
Her Saturday readying herselfin
its glass, a door open to shuffle through
and choose one dress for two, find the earrings
to go with, swinging to time as iftime meant 
forever. The drawer always slightly open,
the flash and frill ofunmentionables.
And won’t you return here in a year
to see the ass fallen from another drawer?
Won’t you come back to take out tools
and attempt the impossible,
start speaking from the hands again,
your dumb language wanting to promise everything?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Liz Quirke is from Tralee and lives in Spiddal. She has been published in Revival, Southword, and has a poem forthcoming in Boyne Berries. She won the 2012 Edmund Spenser Poetry Competition at the Doneraile Literary
and Arts Festival and was shortlisted in the Over The Edge NewWriter OfThe Year Competition 2012.

Carolyne Van Der Meer lectures in McGill University's Public Relations program in Montreal, Canada. She has been published in Ars Medica, Boyne Berries, Canadian Woman Studies, Can Can, Carte Blanche, Crannóg,
Helios, The Poet's Touchstone andTheWOW!Anthology, among others. She recently completed a graduate certificate in Creative Writing at the Humber School forWriters in Toronto, Canada.

Adam White is from Youghal in Cork. He worked in the building trade for seven years and now teaches English in France. He has been published in Sin, The Stony Thursday Book andMiller’s Pond (online) . His first
collection ofpoems is forthcoming from Doire Press, Connemara.
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Susan Lindsay

The Exhibition (2)

After a wait
ofseventeen years
the public
climb stairs
 
open
wooden doors
ceremoniously
 
enter
a long gallery
tall rectangles
big blank squares
 
white canvases
greet gawking
eyes
no silvering
 
to view
bemused expressions
open mouths
blinks, shuffles
 
one man guffaws
then leaves
shoes clik-clackering
on stone
 
descending
silence
turns to muttering
snorts, rising tones
 
in the corner
ofan ante-room
a last cameo
sized canvas
 
bottom right
the artist’s
name, who
 
asked to explain
says, ‘I grew tired
ofseeing
 
saw
through’.
 

Patrick Deeley

Nature and Our Devices

By the base ofthe river wall moss grows lime-green,
fluorescent, dwindling as it rises out ofdamp.  
Towards the top ofthe wall, graffiti run riot – names
and dates and arrowed hearts.   About mid-wall,
moss and graffiti meet – so discreetly this could pass
unnoticed, as when ivy appears to reanimate  
the telegraph pole it’s spent its whole life climbing.  
Or picture a tree come to cover a streetlamp
with leaves, a green-tinted shine filtered through these.  
Well, ifnature and our devices are at odds still,
notions ofsymbiosis don’t seem altogether absurd.  
For leaning here looking down I could swear
the graffiti’s converted to moss, the moss is made word.
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
In 2011 Susan Lindsay’s début collection ofpoetry,Whispering the Secrets, was published by Doire Press and she read for the Poetry Ireland’s Introductions Series. She has read her poems at Belfast Book Festival, Cuirt Literary
Festival, Clifden Arts Week and her poems have been read on RTÉ radio.

Kevin Nolanwas born in Dublin and studied Pure Philosophy at The Milltown Institute OfPhilosophy and Theology. He has been published inThe Schizophrenia IrelandNews Letter and Bard to name a couple. He self-
published his first volume ofpoems Vibrations ofThe Soul in January 2012.

Patrick Deeley’sNew and SelectedPoems is due for publication from Dedalus Press in 2013. His recent collections include The Bones ofCreation, Dedalus (2008) andTerritoire/Territory, Éditions Alidades (2011) . He also
writes fiction for younger readers, and his novelThe Lost Orchardwon The Eilís Dillon Award in 2001 . A native ofLoughrea, he lives in Dublin.

The Herd, Kevin Nolan
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Saul Hughes

Sick Tongues

Once all talking was effortless,
Expressing unclothed ideas;
The polite carapace torn away,
Airing an exposed circuitry
Ofbrain waves boiled to bare bones.
Now language has turned against us;
Under mattress-packed platitudes
We have choked communication,
Wrung its polyphonic neck.
I no longer even leave my lips
Pressed up to that clear, perspex wall
That seemingly separates us:
I absent-mindedly absorb
All your toast-tasting speeches;
The burnt dough ofdull syllables.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Saul Hughes is aWelsh writer living in Toulouse.

Susan Millar DuMars, living in Galway, has published two collections ofpoetry with Salmon Poetry, BigPink Umbrella (2008) andDreams for Breakfast (2010) , and one book ofshort stories, Lights In The Distance, with
Doire Press in 2010. Her work has appeared in numerous publications in the US and Europe and inThe Best ofIrish Poetry 2010.

The Lucky Star of Hidden Things is an
unusually assured début. A quick glance at

the acknowledgements tells us poet Afric
McGlinchey has been writing and submitting
work for a long time, and has the accolades to
prove it. A glance at the poems tells us
McGlinchey has lived, does live, a full life. She
has the observational and reflective capacity to
render that life – the small, vital moments of it –
accessible to the reader. All the shades, textures
and moods are there, and with them comes
resonance.
McGlinchey is at her best in unforced

moments of witnessing. Sometimes her touch is
light, as in ‘On not flicking my tea towel at his
departing behind’, a poem about her teenage son
in which affection wins out over irritation. At
other times her voice becomes quieter, detached
yet infinitely tender as it tackles life’s more
painful truths.   My favourite poem is ‘Last
Conquest’, in which the poet describes helping
her elderly, ailing father take a bath. McGlinchey
uses words like ‘conquest’, ‘king’, ‘remote’,
‘behemoth’ to give us a sense of how big and
powerful, how grand, her father once seemed to
her. And now he is ‘bird-thin, bone-white’. At the
poem’s end, father and daughter stand side by
side in a lift: ‘face / tight-jawed doors, and wait /
sorrow’s invasion borne / in a tomb of silence’. It’s
a moment all of us have lived through with loved
ones: the one in which there is so much to say,

nothing is said.   The inclusion of ‘tomb’ reminds
us there is only one destination possible for this
journey. This poem gave me the fluttering-
breath-in-the-throat feeling that the best poems
do. I won’t soon forget it.
McGlinchey has a great ear. You’ll want to eat

her words like figs, tearing through the
membrane of sense to taste what is rich, sweet,
yielding: ‘saddle sweat, smack of salt, almond; /
twang of diesel, turning milk’ (from ‘Night
Scents’) . She has an imagist’s sense ofwhich small
detail to serve up in brief, unadorned lines: ‘All
that’s left / dusty footprints / on a windowsill’
(from ‘Red Letter Day’) .  
Afric’s first name honours the continent on

which she has lived most of her life and from
which she takes much of her arresting imagery.
There is a glossary in the back of the book
explaining vocabulary of Shona or Afrikaan
origin. The book’s first section is called ‘In my
dreams I travel home to Africa’. I needed the
glossary lots in this section. I started to feel like I
was reading a National Geographic article, rather
than poetry. There’s not a thing wrong with
integrating words from different cultures into
poetry – in McGlinchey’s work, they stud the
poems like jewels. However, grouping so many
poems on Africa together means the jewels’ glow
becomes a glare.   Far better to stir these poems
into the whole. Reading them together, our
attention is drawn to what is different about this

land, these people: I prefer poetry that
emphasises what cultures share.
This is the type of grouping error common in

unwieldy first collections: certainly not a fatal
flaw. It makes me feel protective of McGlinchey,
though, as it may leave her open to the charge of
being an ‘exotica writer’. You know the sort. They
liberally sprinkle foreign place names into their
work so you’ll know they’ve travelled a bit. They
completely overlook the point that moments of
great meaning happen all the time on our own
cross streets, in our own kitchens. McGlinchey is
not an exotica writer. I’d place her instead
amongst a group of current poets who are
descendants ofWhitman with his blade of grass:
‘I celebrate myself, and sing myself / And what I
assume you shall assume / For every atom
belonging to me as good belongs to you’.  
The modern children of Whitman write

poems less overtly political, and polemical, than
some of their contemporaries.   Their voices are
quieter: their focus on the smaller details – the
blades of grass – through which they access what
both connects and transcends human experience.
McGlinchey, with her blend of the sensual and

spiritual, her deep humility as a witness, her
yearning for both the safe and the sublime that
home can offer, is a Whitmanesque poet of
enormous promise. Both she and Salmon Poetry
can be proud ofthis lyrical, evocative début.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

NEW BLADES OF GRASSA Review of The Lucky Star of Hidden Things by Afric McGlinchey
Susan Millar Du Mars
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Stephen Sexton

Unique Distance

On Sunday, we were quick getting away.
The morning, cool and firm as the nacre
catches on your coat, settled into May
with a whisper. Unstilling the lacquered
air with our breaths, we sipped towards your train,
passing no one. We walked without speaking
past eyelids ofwindows; no dogs to bark;
no siskins pitching their post-dawn refrain;
no sound to shatter the tacit nothing
ofour steps at the locked gates to the park.
 
It was there, with the sun soft on my back
I spied a weathercock chiming golden
in the light, directing his northern beak
behind us; back up the hill to that then
ofthe night from when the wind had trailed off.
I thought ofsomething to say then didn’t.
Ahead, a filament ofmoon as slight
as a thread ofsaffron almost dissolved
in the sky. Fresh in the air was the scent
ofyour perfume; lavender; lemon’s weight;
 
peach’s sweetness. Our long shadows blossomed
from our shoes, reluctant to even touch
where before petals ofribs pressed and stems
ofspines met. Perhaps you cared just as much
for yellow vans with a miracle’s worth
ofrolls and baps, or the green cupolas
on the City Hall where there’s row upon
rose ofcolour sprinkled in the warm earth.
Portland stone and copper areolas
flotsamed away as we neared the station.
 
I wished you well back up the steps from where,
in the starlight ofSaturday, you had
emerged; cigarette smoking and mirror
handed – like a magician’s reveal. Glad
as I was to see your torso-sized bag
ofrough, grating hessian, and your pink
white flower-stitched angora cardigan,
I couldn’t resist looking up to peg
Jupiter. I didn’t bother to think
I would see either you or it again.
 

Adedotun Adekeye

Night

Streets empty
like epidemic desolation.

Girls tiptoeing
like flamingo
holding
6-inch shoes
they dare not
climb into.
Cringing and crouching,
neither naked
nor clothed
in toddler-size
dress
that doesn’t cover
tugging and pulling
to make it fit.

Boys so drunk
walking in their skin
at below zero,
holding on to
their third leg
the only item
that matters,
blaring vocal cords
at the highest pitch.
 
Taxis crawling
a millipede
begging for patronage
 
Stars and moon
peeping,
terrified to come down
 
Cats on prowl
walking the beat.
Street lights
like soldiers
keeping the wake.
 
Night is for the brave
not the fragile.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Stephen Sexton lives in Belfast where he is completing an MA in Creative Writing at Queen’s University.

Adedotun Adekeye lives in Galway. He was a featured reader in the Over the Edge reading series 2012 and read, as one ofthe Skylight Poets, at the
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Breda Wall Ryan

A Map of Getting Lost

We lean into the wind that won’t let us backtrack
past the burnt-out cottage unbuilding
in the elbow ofa hairpin,
render stripped back to fieldstone,
like a slide ofits cell structure
 
exposed under the sky’s lens,
window frames charred and blistered.
Inside, in the stink ofelder and damp cinder,
neglected swallow-nests cling to the eaves,
roofopen to a liquorice-streaked sky.
 
A mark on a contour shows a headlong ravine
where a torrent, unstoppable
after this last downpour, tumbles downhill,
water quarrelling with stones.
We pretend to listen, as ifgoing back
 
we might hear the wind driving us,
and not arrive as separate map-pins
pushed into hostile terrain, sharp flags snapping.
Already astray, we missed the signs
for dangerous bends and gale warnings.

Eithne Reynolds

The Chorus Girl
(After a short story by Anton Chekov)

She was sultry like the weather
Breathing heavily
As ifshe had just climbed
A long flight ofstairs.
Her lips quivered . . .
She tried to form the words
Then bewildered
Raised her large blue eyes
Their lids red from crying
To look at him.
 
He stood rooted to the spot.
 
When did you stop lovingme?
She held her breath
He went to leave, then turning
Gazed at her and sighed
Long before your tears began
Long before you cried.

Ann Egan

Dramatist’s Balloon

He holds a hand to his face,
a shield to ward offarrows,
could fly through the air,
 
pierce balloon ofhis words.
His heroine could don black,
fly away on a broomstick,
 
take three turns around
the white ceiling ofhis room,
be entangled in the hooks
 
mesmerize his haunting.
His hero could charge
waves, as churning hooves
 
race to a pinnacled lady
on the seabed ofhis ceiling,
a chorus ofseagulls screech
 
weddingmarch, the witch
casts the broom at her liberator,
swoops down on her creator,
 
frantic in this inflated place
as an enraged balloon hisses
at the four corners ofhis kingdom.

Mary Hanlon

4th January (Eclipsed)

A pale amber glow caps dense fog
over the ocean, and the cliffs bereft
ofkittiwake noise.
The clock peals eight.
Traffic chases to work, downhill
past the wheelie-bin collector.
 
The fog thickens, temperatures dip.
A sudden breeze makes the flag flap,
the cordyline, ash and laburnum stir.
Hungry goldfinch and sparrows
flit hurriedly from the feeder.
 
Through a moment oflifting fog
the sun peeps,
exposes a gouged-out eye.
The newmoon slides away,
leisurely offcentre.
Fog remains all day.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Breda Wall Ryan lives in Co Wicklow. She has poems in recent anthologies and journals, has been shortlisted or highly commended in several international poetry contests including Fish, Mslexia, Magma, Patrick Kavanagh
and iYeats, and is winner ofthe UCD Anthology Contest 2011 .

Ann Egan, a multi-award winning poet, has held residencies in counties, hospitals, schools, secure residencies and prisons. Her books are Landing the Sea (Bradshaw Books) , TheWren Women (BlackMountain Press) , Brigit of
Kildare (Kildare Library and Arts Services) andTellingTime (Bradshaw Books, 2012) . She edited twenty-one books, and guest editedTheMidlands Arts andCulture Review, 2010.

Eithne Reynolds is a graduate ofTrinity College Dublin where she studied English Literature. She is a volunteer with FightingWords, the creative writing centre in Dublin, and is currently working on her first novel,White
Roses, and the screenplay ofthe novel.

Mary Hanlon has been a member ofSkylight Poets. Selections ofher poetry have been published in various magazines, and in 2009 her first collection, Dear Beloved, was published by Lapwing.
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Breda Wall Ryan

A Map of Getting Lost

We lean into the wind that won’t let us backtrack
past the burnt-out cottage unbuilding
in the elbow ofa hairpin,
render stripped back to fieldstone,
like a slide ofits cell structure
 
exposed under the sky’s lens,
window frames charred and blistered.
Inside, in the stink ofelder and damp cinder,
neglected swallow-nests cling to the eaves,
roofopen to a liquorice-streaked sky.
 
A mark on a contour shows a headlong ravine
where a torrent, unstoppable
after this last downpour, tumbles downhill,
water quarrelling with stones.
We pretend to listen, as ifgoing back
 
we might hear the wind driving us,
and not arrive as separate map-pins
pushed into hostile terrain, sharp flags snapping.
Already astray, we missed the signs
for dangerous bends and gale warnings.

Eithne Reynolds

The Chorus Girl
(After a short story by Anton Chekov)

She was sultry like the weather
Breathing heavily
As ifshe had just climbed
A long flight ofstairs.
Her lips quivered . . .
She tried to form the words
Then bewildered
Raised her large blue eyes
Their lids red from crying
To look at him.
 
He stood rooted to the spot.
 
When did you stop lovingme?
She held her breath
He went to leave, then turning
Gazed at her and sighed
Long before your tears began
Long before you cried.

Ann Egan

Dramatist’s Balloon

He holds a hand to his face,
a shield to ward offarrows,
could fly through the air,
 
pierce balloon ofhis words.
His heroine could don black,
fly away on a broomstick,
 
take three turns around
the white ceiling ofhis room,
be entangled in the hooks
 
mesmerize his haunting.
His hero could charge
waves, as churning hooves
 
race to a pinnacled lady
on the seabed ofhis ceiling,
a chorus ofseagulls screech
 
weddingmarch, the witch
casts the broom at her liberator,
swoops down on her creator,
 
frantic in this inflated place
as an enraged balloon hisses
at the four corners ofhis kingdom.

Mary Hanlon

4th January (Eclipsed)

A pale amber glow caps dense fog
over the ocean, and the cliffs bereft
ofkittiwake noise.
The clock peals eight.
Traffic chases to work, downhill
past the wheelie-bin collector.
 
The fog thickens, temperatures dip.
A sudden breeze makes the flag flap,
the cordyline, ash and laburnum stir.
Hungry goldfinch and sparrows
flit hurriedly from the feeder.
 
Through a moment oflifting fog
the sun peeps,
exposes a gouged-out eye.
The newmoon slides away,
leisurely offcentre.
Fog remains all day.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Maurice Devitt is reading for an MA in Poetry Studies at Mater Dei in Dublin. He was short-listed for Listowel Writers’ Week and Cork Literary Review PoetryManuscript Competitions and placed third in the Joy ofSex
poetry competition. He has had poems accepted by many magazines includingAbridged, Orbis, Moloch, Paraxis, Revival, Windows Anthology, Weary Blues andThe Stony Thursday Book.

Lorna Shaughnessywas born in Belfast and lives in Co. Galway. Her first collection, Torching the Brown River, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2008. Her poem ‘Grasping the Nettle’ was selected forThe ForwardBook of
Poetry 2009. Her second collection,Witness Trees, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2011 .

Mary Madec, has published widely in Ireland and abroad, and won The Hennessy XO Award for Emerging Poetry in 2008. Her first collection, In OtherWords, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2010. Her second collection
is due in the Spring.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNELA Review of Hands by Moya Cannon
Mary Madec

This latest collection of poems from Moya
Cannon takes the reader on a new

journey  for this poet. She gets into that racing car
she never dared sit in before and takes us on a
somewhat exciting and perhaps hazardous
journey, ‘from the backroads of our hearts, rutted
with doubts and yearnings…this ever-swerving
mountain-road / down which we now drive /
hugging the camber' (‘Night Road in the
Mountains’) . As such it marks a new departure in
her work. Her previous collections often situate
her as a nature poet but here she transposes
herself into a new place where the possibilities
the natural world offers are explored for the
expression of an inner world ‘where the rush of
air, hurts and hurts / as larks fly / in and out, in
and out / between my bended ribs’.  
If the collection has a principle ofconnection it

is surely in how carefully experiences are drawn
by the light of the seasons, October light, April
light, May evening light, Farrera light.   This is a
hard-working metaphor in the book taken up in
various ways and sometimes a little overworked.
In ‘Driving back over the Blue Ridge’ she notes

that the  ‘The sun has decanted itself / into a
single maple tree…These are the days we hang our
souls upon / as high above them, the sun
withdraws.’ The complex image here of hanging
ourselves out to dry to the falling light attempts
to capture the complexity of how nature heals,
and points to that perennial belief in the power
of harvested light to do work for us through the
darkness. Many poems in this collection develop
these ideas: ‘I Thought’ explains how
‘…sometimes light can do it too’, that is cast the
world, like love, in such a way that we feel its
completeness, its organic unity.   So this book
develops in some way a theory of light arising
from the poet’s experience, as in ‘Only the
Shadows’, and ‘The Red Tree’.
Light in its many manifestations, in its

plethora of meanings, in its power as a trope is a
central motif in the book and should have
informed its title. The lovely poem chosen for the
title, ‘Hands’, gathers the book at some level in
the image of  all the hands, ‘which hold our
lives…until it seems almost / as though this is
what a human life is / to be passed from hand to

hand, / to be borne up, improbably, over an
ocean’. However, as a title for the collection, it
misses the essential scaffolding that light provides
for the work overall.  
This book marks something important in the

development of this poet who engages bravely
with the challenge of mapping the affairs of the
heart to the outside world, that ‘necessary
emptiness… [with] ...another yearning’: ‘for
though we wish to love / utterly alive, within our
skins, / there lives in us another yearning-that
whatever harmonic is awakened in us /
reverberate outwards, / through our voice, our
step, / and outwards / and outwards’.  
And what Irish poet wouldn’t make a case for

poetry and a long tradition? In her poem
‘Brought to Book’ she makes her case, harking
back to ‘the young men in scriptoria in Kells’, for
how we are all, ‘calmed by the rhythm of lighting
up a page / with crimson and indigo
pens…soothed by stories of terrible trials / of
survival and triumphant good...’ The light
metaphor again for poetry in our lives.

Maurice Devitt

Word-blind

Caught in tramlines ofred
and blue, you were taught
to trust the innocence
ofletters, yet somehow
in a school without doors
they escaped, only to roam
the corridors ofyour mind,
huddle with intent, jumble
 
the faces offriends. Bullied
byA and B you sought refuge
in the flitch ofa song, a beat
snatched through a canteen window,
words tightly corralled
by the muzzle ofsound.

Lorna Shaughnessy

Aquarium

Why am I surprised?
I knew you were there
long before the blue line,
felt a flutter ofseahorse tendrils
against deep red coral inside.
Hormonal weights tied to your feet,
a year ago you dived out ofsight,
into unfathomable adolescence.
Today we drift through dimly lit tunnels
ofsubmarine dreams – violet, crimson, jade -
held captive by pulsing coral towers,
anemone caress.
                                                                                              Momentarily
you break the surface ofmonosyllabic self,
say ‘It’s the tree oflife’,
offer me an arm to link.
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Bernie Ashe

Bridget 

You live under a church spire shadow
that prevents dawn
from entering your life
and keeps you in the grey-dark.
 
You rise, wash, dress, drag the comb
breathe a slit ofmorning air.
Leave your closet room
hold the thought
today will bring no change.
 
You mooch in the familiar.
Check the view
through the small window
your world a narrow roadway
to a clump ofweed that clings
head high on the old stone wall
 
Your black ink trembles on the cardboard sign
‘No parking here at any time’.
You fight the street’s demise
which murdered joy,
made love leave
your barren life.

Liam Aungier

Archaeology

This whole land is a palimpsest:
Phoenicians, Romans, Ottomans
Have buried in the ground beneath your feet
Wine-jars, mosaic, shards ofhistory.
Your fingers might unearth

The unspent richness ofa silver coin,
Or your trowel rasp against
A lost crusader’s gauntlet, its thumb
Oxidized to a filigree ofrust.

But most likely you will find,
In the red earth ofLebanon ofthe Cedars,
A sentry still on duty, one
Ofhalfa million land mines,

And might find too
The broken metatarsals ofyoungAhmed,
Or the shattered tibia ofHassan,
Or something ofJamila, who two days ago
Felt the ground give beneath her foot.

Connie Masterson

The Crossing

I am
still now.

The rush has
stopped trying

to catch up on not
enough time; mornings
that become evenings, days

turning into weeks and months;
years flick by faster and faster,

like the speeded up animated film
ofa seedling growing into a flower.

The film stops and the dying goes unnoticed.
Or is it more like fruit ripening, mellow and mottled
as autumn. Time slows and as the evening sun sets

all the days gather up and are ready to take their final bow.
They greet the shadows ofall that never happened,
or that might have been and are grateful for their
own fullness. They acknowledge that presence

exists because ofabsent possibilities.
As evening falls, the dark wraps
around me like a warm blanket
cradling the day, in all its
brokenness and joy; all
offered into the vast
expanse ofnight,
I am not afraid.

I have travelled into
the immeasurable;
often felt far flung
and abandoned
like a speck of
dust suspended
meaningless,
terror stricken.
I passed

through many
of  life’s dark
deaths into
desolate
oblivion.
They have
  taught what
the final
hour, is
not.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Bernie Ashe lives in Galway City where she also graduated from NUI Galway. She has been shortlisted, both 2011 and 2012, in the Over the Edge NewWriter ofthe Year Competition. She was a featured reader in April 2012
at Vincent’s, Aungier St., Dublin, and at Over the Edge in Galway City Library in May 2012.

Liam Aungier has had poems published in Cyphers, The Irish Times, Poetry IrelandReview andTHESHOp. His first book, Apples in Winter, was published by Doghouse in 2005.

Connie Masterson, originally from Co Fermanagh, has lived in Galway for many years. Her poems have been published in Crannog, Lady Gregory’s Townhouse, Behind theMasks andMosaic. She has been longlisted for Over
the Edge Writer ofthe Year 2009 and 2011 and shortlisted to read at the 2010 Cuirt Over the Edge Showcase.
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Eamonn O’Hanlon

serpentine

looking for telephone numbers
scribbled onto phone box walls
and restroom stalls
 
scanning the library desks
for her ink stained name
all in vain all in pain
 
is this what it has really come to

Dagmar Drabent

Edinburgh Impression

Something is not sitting well, in this picture –
 
the leafy, lazy trees,
obstinate and defiant like the old Scotsmen,
transposed into my now-time.
The advance scouts out ofan oil painting.
 
The sky ofa thousand shades,
as ifpainted for a king
hanging like a sheet.
 
The edge ofthe gothic toffee-coloured turrets
sneaking into the frame ofmy stained PVC window,
touching the trees, which in turn seem to tickle them
like old confidantes who have an understanding.
 
The picture postcard setting,
penetrated by rubbish-laden pick-up trucks
and rusty building-site pylons,
like nails in a damask-shimmering handkerchief
ofan old noble woman.
 
The dirty yellow-lined tarmac, smearing
the notion ofthe lace-framed garment ofa secret liaison
with trash and dust and footsteps.
The lightness ofa touch on a velvet-hung crinoline
smashed by the digger, which bites its way into the soil,
tearing out the heart
ofa once perfect reflection,
that had its time on the other side ofthe centuries.
 

Ross Donlon

Smithereens

This is the town you’re blown to
very quickly. It’s a place ofparts.
 
Boot Hill only contains intimations,
a cemetery whose graves are vertical
 
the better to pour particles in. Slips
ofmemory as well as flesh also arrive -
 
fragged, we’d have said, in the war
rich nineteen sixties. Bits and pieces
 
fragmented by drugs as much as by 
other devices, blow down Main Street
 
like tiny tumbleweeds. Smithereens
is scorched white by the aftershock
 
ofevery soul’s demise. Signs sag
dustblown, swinging and singing
 
songs ofrusty hinges. The Lone Star
saloon (at the opposite end ofthe galaxy
 
to Bethlehem) is tense with incoming energy,
the barber’s pole, a spinning dazzle ofred
 
and white, races like the blown up minds
and bodies sent here at the Speed ofLife.
 

James O'Toole

Baby Talk

Cogite ergo sum
the raison d’etre ofhomo sapiens.
I am the proud father
ofa seven month old daughter
so I wondered
does cogite ergo sum apply here,
let me see.
Cogite, hardly
her only cogite is for her bottle
pure instinct, nothing else.
Ergo, well me, her mother
condom burst
ergo baby:
that’s that.
Sum, now this really applies
For she is:     sum beauty
                                                sum baby
                                                                  sum fun.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Eamonn O'Hanlonwas born in Liverpool, brought up in Canada, studied journalism and has lived beside the sea in Salthill for fourteen ofthe last fifteen years.

Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist, has a  degree in  Psychology and German Studies  and is at the moment studying for a postgrad degree in German Literature at NUI Galway.

Ross Donlon is an Australian poet who has read at state festivals in Australia, the Wenlock Poetry Festival in England and in Galway and Cork. He is winner ofinternational poetry competitions and spoken-word events in
Australia. Extracts from his latest book, The Blue DressingGown, will be produced for national radio in Australia early in 2013.

James O'Toole has been published in Poetry IrelandReview and in publications in the US. He was shortlisted for the Over the Edge poetry competition once and long listed three times. He is a member ofthe advanced poetry
workshop under the erudite tutelage ofKevin Higgins.
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Paul Maddern was born in Bermuda in 1962, of
Irish and Cornish stock. In 2000 he moved to
Northern Ireland and in 2005 completed an MA
in Creative Writing at Queen’s University,
Belfast. In 2011 he completed a PhD at Queen's.
He is now a Teaching Fellow in Creative Writing
at the University of Leeds and a Tutor with the
Seamus Heaney Centre in Belfast, and he is
included in the ACNI's Artist's Career
Enhancement Scheme, 2012. His début
collection, The Beachcomber's Report, is available
from Templar Poetry.

We asked Paul to take an anonymous poem and
give it a masterclass treatment. Here is the result.
(Anon highlighted in pink) .

 
Dear Anon,  
It’s my experience that offering advice on a poem
routinely serves to fuel the ego of the person
supplying the suggestions and to cosset the
feelings of the author who’s under the
microscope. Bettering the poem on the page can
get lost in all of this. So, apologies if the ego
intrudes. It is, after all, your poem, not mine. And
as for the cosseting: I mean it when I say there’s
much to admire here, especially in terms of
tender observation. But if I’m fortunate enough
to be asked to offer suggestions, I’m interested,
primarily, in examining the poem’s formal
properties: what makes (or fails to make) the
writing ‘poetry’ – however problematic it might
be to define that genre. I’m involved with the
poem’s subject matter only in terms of how form
marries with content. A poem can be about wee
Uncle Tommy’s bathroom cabinet, for example,
but it also has to be about poetry.  
With that in mind, what follows is a series of

exercises I routinely undertake when looking at
my own work. I might well be preaching to the
converted, but the intention, here, is to suggest
that every time we revise we shouldn’t be too
precious, and that one way to retain a degree of
humility during the reviewing process (perhaps
the key to reconsidering our work) is to examine
it in terms of its formal characteristics. Even if
changes are ultimately rejected, at least an
aggressive, perhaps clinical, approach to revisions
serves to interrogate language in the ways that
poetry demands.
Having completed a draft, I ask if lines, and

words within lines, can be re-ordered. What
happens if the third line of a stanza becomes the
first? What happens if the syntax is played with?
Could such moves solve problems within the
poem, or contribute to the poetry? Second,
what’s the shape of the poem on the page,

particularly in relation to stanzaic structure?
Would the poem benefit from division into
‘rooms’ or ‘standing places’ (both translations of
the Italian stanza)? And should these rooms be of
a uniform size?  What would regularity add, if
anything? Third, ifnot already a consideration in
the initial draft, what are the rhythms within the
lines and would a closer eye to the rhythms be
beneficial? Fourth, what aural connections are
there between words; how does rhyme,
alliteration, and assonance work within the
poem? I realise this is a long preamble to
commenting on the poem in question, but the
above might help explain what follows.
‘Relative’ is about a visit to someone who is

institutionalised and who suffers a form of
dementia. The relative of the title could refer
either to the patient or the visitor but also offers a
neat play on ‘relative states’ of cognitive
awareness: reality is relative. The poem is left
justified and divided into irregular stanzas. There
isn’t a uniform number of stresses per line, rhyme
isn’t employed (at least routinely and regularly)
and the lines are all relatively short (with some
variation) . If I had to pick the dominant partner
in the content / form marriage, I’d say content
has the upper hand.  As I would ask of my own
work, can this relationship be more balanced, and
would this balance necessarily result in an
improved poem?
Let’s start by looking at the order of the lines. I

have a problem with the ‘and’ that begins the
second line of the first stanza. I think the
intended meaning is that there is no smell
because the windows are open: ‘and’ isn’t quite
right. But what ifwe started with the second line
and changed the syntax as needed:

Although the door is locked
the windows are open
to a courtyard ofsunshine,
and the place doesn’t smell.

The ‘because’ is now implied and in a poem that,
at least in part, is about confinement verses
freedom, the first two lines of the poem now
embody this opposition. Granted, there’s the loss
of the conversational tone established by the
‘Well’ that opens the poem, but that could be
reinserted: ‘Well, although the door is locked.’
But changes often result in different problems
arising. To my ear, there’s a now flat and almost
comedic element to that last line. Thinking about
how to solve this, I begin to wonder if that line is
needed at all. Could this be a three-line stanza?
Does the ‘well’, on its own, offer sufficient
suspicion of such institutions? Possibly. Consider
it again:  

Well, although the door is locked
the windows are open
to a courtyard ofsunshine.

RELATIVISM
Poetry Masterclass with Paul Maddern

Relative
Well, the place doesn’t smell
and although the door is locked
the windows are open
to a courtyard ofsunshine.
 
Your voice sounds the same
speaking the phrases you used to speak
except these days they’re an echo
ofpast meanings.
 
You seem content
in your wheelchair by the window
turning the pages ofa book,
or at least not agitated,
not forever waiting to go home.
You say you don’t want to go outside.
 
I ask what you’re reading.
‘I don’t read,’ you say, ‘I look at the pictures,’
resigned, accepting.
Five years ago, at a family dinner
I asked did you ever get a hole in one
and you said ‘I can’t remember,’
resigned, accepting, while I quivered
with unwanted knowledge.
A golfer forgetting that.
 
Before we leave you look me up and down.
You don’t know who I am any more
but you’re still in there somewhere.
 
As I key in the code at the door
I think ofinevitability,
ofgenes passed on.

Anon
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The first line was the starting point for the poem – my way
in. I’d been struck by the fact that the home didn’t smell, not
because ofopen windows but because it was clean. However,
I think the poem works better without this line. ‘Well’ has
gone too, and I like the balance ofthe different order.

Elsewhere, there might be a bit more of this re-
ordering. For example:

You seem content
in your wheelchair by the window
turning the pages ofa book,

might become:
In your wheelchair by the window,
you seem content
turning the pages ofa book.

I like the new rhythm that comes with the suggested change
ofline order here, and starting with ‘in your wheelchair’ sets
up the scene well.

And ifwe also play with the order within lines, is
the version below more delicate – and do the
commas contribute to this delicacy?

By the window, in your wheelchair,
you seem content
to turn the pages ofyour book.

In addition to a possibly heightened fragility,
‘content / to turn’ is a neat enjambment,
mirroring the action of turning a page. And ‘to
turn’ as opposed to ‘turning’ augments those
aural relationships that I’m after: ‘content to
turn.’ There’s also the change to ‘your book’,
which contains a hint that there is only the one
book that is looked at time and time again.

I tried ‘By the window’ at the beginning ofthe line, but it
heightened the repeat of‘window’ (from the first stanza) in a
way it didn't do when at the end. So I’ve kept ‘In your
wheelchair by the window’, the rhythm ofwhich I like.

Putting all those t’s together is something I would almost
have avoided. It's a really interesting way oflooking at form,
and encourages me to think more about it. I like ‘your’ and
the reason for it.

And, going back to the idea of three-line stanzas:
what if the above was a stanza on its own? Do we
need the next three lines?
If they are deleted, the structure would then

lead directly, and logically, from the image of
turning the page to: ‘I ask what you’re reading.’
And could we then create another three-line
stanza? I ask, because we might think of building
little, regular rooms in the poem, just as the
hospital/home, might have little, regular rooms.
Form would marry rather neatly with content in
this regard:

By the window, in your wheelchair,
you seem content
to turn the pages ofyour book.

I ask what you’re reading.
‘I only look at the pictures,’ you say.
‘I don’t want to go outside.’

There’s concision here, and perhaps that element
of fragility (which I think suits the subject
matter) is emphasised even more by paring it
back to the bone.

In the fourth stanza I was trying to give an impression of
someone settled, not unhappy, but in removing ‘or at least
not agitated, / not forever waiting to go home’ the line ‘I
don’t want to go outside’ no longer seems to work. I’m
considering changing it to:

When I ask what you’re reading
you tell me you’re not.
‘I only look at the pictures,’ you say.

By losing what I’d describe as the qualifying
phrases (‘or at least not agitated / not forever
waiting to go home’) we lose the intrusion of the
narrator’s interpretation of the scene. You could
argue that in doing so, this allows the reader a
greater involvement in the poem. By not spelling
it out, the reader becomes an active participant in
the poem as it unfolds, interpreting for
themselves the images, actions and dialogue.
Elsewhere, and in the same vein, you might
consider the role of ‘resigned, accepting’
(although I like the repetition of the phrase) ,
‘unwanted knowledge’, ‘inevitability’ and all of
the fourth stanza. I’m not arguing for deliberate
obfuscation but, with poetry, must the reader be
actively engaged with interpreting language and
narrative in ways that don’t occur in prose or
drama? The more I read, write, and study poetry,
the more I wonder if heightening the reader’s
active participation in the interpretive process is
one of the defining characteristics of what we
mean by ‘poetry’. But I digress….

A most interesting digression. I’ve cut most of the fourth
stanza. I think the poem is improved by the omission.

Let’s say we do opt for the three-line stanza
throughout the poem, can other sections become
three lines as well? Could, for example, that
second stanza become:

An echo ofpast meanings,
your voice sounds the same
when speaking old phrases.

Although I’m not convinced of the logic of this
revised stanza, there’s a lovely rhythm to the
second and third line, combined with the
sibilance of ‘sounds’/ ‘same’/ ‘speaking’.

I’m taken with the three-line stanza, but am also not
convinced ofthe logic. However this might work:

Your voice sounds the same
when speaking old phrases
that echo past meanings.

Speaking of sounds, there are several sections that
strike me as successful, especially towards the end
of the poem. For example: ‘down’/ ‘more’/ ‘door’,
‘key in the code’, and ‘Before we leave you look’,
which is part of a line of perfect and very natural
iambic pentameter: ‘Before we leave you look me
up and down.’ You can’t teach such naturalness of
rhythm. However, with regards to this line, up
until this point there’s been no indication that
more than one person is paying a visit.
Objections to the introduction of the plural ‘we’,
and the looking up and down of the singular ‘me’,
are almost overridden by the chime between ‘we’

and ‘leave’, but is it more poignant if this is a very
private visit, involving only two people?
Something to consider, even if ‘we’ is faithful to
the ‘real’ event.

Iagree. We becomes I.

I think I’ll leave it here. Ideas suggested by
revisiting stanza structure, line order, rhythm,
and sound patternings can be played with if you
so wish, and I’d be interested to see how you
might rework the poem after giving them some
consideration. But even if the changes are
ultimately rejected, enjoy the experimentation.
Finally, thank you for the privilege of being asked
to read the work and to offer an opinion.

All the very best,
Paul

Relative
Although the door is locked
the windows are open
to a courtyard ofsunshine.
 
Your voice sounds the same
when speaking old phrases
that echo past meanings.
 
In your wheelchair by the window
you seem content
to turn the pages ofyour book.
 
When I ask what you’re reading
you tell me you’re not.
‘I only look at the pictures,’ you say.
 
Before I leave you look me up and down.
You don’t know who I am any more
but I see you in there somewhere.
 
As I key in the code at the door,
I consider inevitability,
the nature ofgenes passed on.

Anon
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Celeste Augé
Brigit (the Accidental Bishop)

Sometimes men do these things, you know.
Forget themselves, lose the run ofthemselves,
forget that they’re supposed to treat women differently
and next thing you know, you’ve been made a bishop
underneath your wimple and shaved head.
 
Except you’re not allowed to do the day-to-day
rituals because you’re a woman—
the sacraments ofmarriage or birth or death—
so they have to kit you out with a team
ofdriver-priests to cart you around the country, 
baptise the babies for you,
wed the men and women, accompany death.
 
Everywhere you go, the women greet you 
with empty butter churns, casks ofwater, 
sick children and mothers.
You belong to them, and the small tricks 
you picked up along the way—
foxglove for fever, Guelder-rose for birth pangs, 
a spare bladder ofcream in your bag—
 
spread like folklore up and down the country
until the whispers turn into your name 
and the women have claimed you:
poetry under your breath, fire shooting 
above your head, mistakes and all.




